


The Transportation sector includes the movement of people and
goods by cars, trucks, trains, ships, airplanes, and other vehicles. The
majority of greenhouse gas emissions from transportation are
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions resulting from the combustion of
petroleum-based products, like gasoline, in internal combustion
engines. The largest sources of transportation-related greenhouse
gas emissions include passenger cars and light-duty trucks, including
sport utility vehicles, pickup trucks, and minivans. These sources
account for over half of the emissions from the transportation sector.
The remaining greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation
sector come from other modes of transportation, including freight
trucks, commercial aircraft, ships, boats, and trains, as well as
pipelines and lubricants.
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The future is in our hands



greenhouse gas emissions from transportation accounted for about 28.9 percent of total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions,
making it the largest contributor of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions.
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ABOUT +
Greatenergy is devoted to making innovative Electric Vehicle (EV) charging components that will
redefine the mobility of the future. To provide future generations with a sustainable environment,
we utilizes the newest technology in developing energy efficient products that can significantly
reduce CO2 and GHG emissions.

Clean, efficient, quiet—EV’s offer an alternative source of transportation while providing unparalleled
power and efficiency. Greatenergy constantly improves the designs and performances of EV charging
components in order to remain at the pinnacle of the market. With the advancement of technology,
EV’s energy capacity can run farther, consumes less power and is also more environmental friendly.

Greatenergy’s EV products are created with strict adherence to the International Energy Agency and
EU environmental standards for energy saving, high quality products. In addition, Greatenergy strives
to provide customers with innovative products as well as solutions for better living. A dedication to
quality, innovation and client focus makes Greatenergy the most dependable green product supplier
in the industry.
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Germany
Frankfurt

USA
California

China
Shenzhen Taiwan

Taipei
USA Office

44168 South Grimmer Blvd
Fremont, CA 94538

TEL : +1-510-657-1667
FAX: +1-510-445-1588

Taiwan Office

5F.,No.7, Ln. 45, Baoxing Rd.,
Xindian District., New Taipei City

231 ,Taiwan, R.O.C

TEL : +886-2-2915-5279
FAX: +886-2-2917-8260
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AEGIS's shell is made of aluminum alloy with simple
design in order to emphasize the sense of technology.
Light-weighted but strong, fashionable yet practical.

The design concept of AEGIS's function is storing the
cable and charging connector completely as a whole
unit. Aesthetically pleasing, perfect for residential use
and public utilities.

CONCEPT
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EVSE Portable Charger

Service
Design

Greatenergy develops convenient, elegant and state of the art products.
We manifest our dedication to such values in our latest portable charger design.





Vehicle Inlet Vehicle
Connector

Infrastructure
Plug

Infrastructure
Socket Outlet

KEEP OUR PLANET GREEN AND BEAUTIFUL
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EV COMPONENTS GREEN TECHNOLOGY



GB/T 20234.2 7PIN
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STANDARD
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EV CABLE

GRIP

PLUG CONNECTOR

IEC 62196-2 7PIN

STANDARD



CCS1 CABLE SPEC



EV ConnectorEDGEEDGE



TPE

TPE

20A



IEC 62196-3 COMBO 9PIN

IEC 62196-2 7PIN (INFRASTRUCTURE)

IEC
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GB/T 20234.2 7PIN (AC)

GB/T 20234.3 9PIN (DC)
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EV ConnectorEDGEEDGE



The standardized AC vehicle connector in line
with the Chinese GB/T standard carries out single
or three-phase AC charging in charging mode 3.

The DC charging system that complies with
GB/T standard provides fast DC charging for
Chinese charging stations in charging mode 4.

GB
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EV inlet

GB DC INLET

GB AC INLET

GB (CONNECTOR & INLET) DC CABLE SPEC

GB AC INLET CABLE SPEC

GB AC CONNECTOR CABLE SPEC



The CCS Type 1 was developed for the North American market and is a extension
of the SAE J1772 connectors with two additional direct current (DC) contacts to
allow high-power DC fast charging.

This Inlet is a SAE J1772 vehicle side solution that provides low contact resistance
and a minimum of 10,000 mating cycles. It is available for single phase charging
systems and has a current rating up to 80A.

SAE AC INLET

SAE CCS1 INLET
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EV inlet



GB AC INLET DRAWING GB DC INLET DRAWING

SAE AC INLET DRAWING SAE CCS1 INLET DRAWING
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APPLICATION FIELD

High Voltage EV Harness

A/C

MCU

E-MOTOR

PTC

OBC

- +
BATTERY DC/DC

PDU

AC

DC

Transmit power in EV inside main system (on-board charger, battery
pack, junction box, inverter, motor generator) and the minor system
( junction box, DC/DC converter, heater, air conditioner, steering, air
compressor) at the same time offer the integrated transmission of
power and signal.

Suitable for use in electric bus, electric golf cart, BEV, HEV, PHEV, FCEV.

PRODUCT CAPABILITIES

Conductor

Insulation

Jacket
Braid
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